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概要 Users express their information needs in terms of queries in search engines to find some relevant doc-
uments on the Internet. However, users’ search queries are usually short, ambiguous and/or underspecified.
Sometimes, users have been found to struggle formulating queries based on keywords given their limited
vocabulary. To help users in formulating query, query suggestion by mining query logs plays an important
role and has been attracted attention in the recent years. A query log is generally represented as a bipartite
graph on a query set and a URL set. Most traditional approaches used the raw click frequency to weigh
the link between a query and a URL on the click graph. In order to alleviate the spurious effects of raw
click frequency, some entropy-biased model by incorporating raw click frequency with the inverse query
frequency or inverse URL frequency was proposed as the weighting scheme for query representation. In this
paper, we observe that popular query and URLs are very diverse in nature, and user click frequency can
be considered as local property of the URL, and link structures of query and URLs from both sides of the
bipartite graph can be considered as a global property on the click graph. Based on this understanding, we
develop a weighting scheme to weight the link between a query and an URL in the bipartite click graph
by incorporating the user click frequency, and the link structures of the query and URL from both sides
with global consistency in a consistent manner. We conduct experiments on the AOL search engine query
log dataset and evaluate the query suggestions by estimating the similarity between the user query and
suggested query using the knowledge of the Dmoz open directory project. The results turns out that our
global consistency scheme achieved better performance than the current entropy-biased model.
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1 Introduction

Extensive research has been conducted on query log

analysis nowadays, since the exploitation of the clicks

of past users from the query log has been proven to

be an effective method to improve the search result.

Since users have been found to struggle formulating

queries based on keywords given their limited vocab-

ulary, query suggestion by mining query logs plays an

important role in this regard. A query log is generally

represented as a bipartite graph on a query set and a

URL set. An edge connects a query and a URL, and

the edge value generally corresponds to the raw click

frequency as the semantic relation.

The objective of the query suggestion is to find se-

mantically similar queries for the given query by min-

ing search engine query logs, in which we have a query-

URL bipartite graph, and the queries and URLs. The
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problem we address is how to utilize and leverage both

the graph and content information, so as to improve

the precision of the retrieved queries.

Most traditional approaches used the raw click fre-

quency to weigh the link between a query and a URL

on the click graph which suffers from two problems:

raw click frequency does not favor unpopular queries or

URLs, and ranking model based on raw click frequency

often favor long-tail query and URLs. In order to alle-

viate the spurious effects of raw click frequency, some

entropy-biased model [7] inspired by TF-IDF in text

retrieval by incorporating raw click frequency with the

inverse query frequency or inverse URL frequency [13]

was proposed as the weighting scheme for query rep-

resentation. Since user frequency in click graph is the

implicit feedback from user in compare to the term

importance in the document, utilizing user frequency

in the same manner as TF-IDF may not be appropri-

ate in the context of user click graph. Our assump-
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tion is that less clicked URLs tend to be more relevant

to a given query, and the query’s link structure and

URL’s link structure has great importance on the final

semantic relevancy between the query and URL. For

example, let consider two queries map and weather,

where they may be co-linked by some URLs such as

“www.google.com” and “weather.com”. It is obvious

that the query weather more appropriate to the spe-

cific URL “weather.com” than “www.google.com”. As

the general URL “www.google.com” is associated with

many queries, it can aggregates large relevance score

by applying link analysis method and eventually query

weather may have large relevance score for this gen-

eral URL. In this case, if we consider the content in-

formation of URL “www.google.com” for the query

weather including the link information of query and

URL, the query weather may have low relevance score

with the general URL “www.google.com”, and simi-

larly “weather” may have large relevance score with

the specific URL “weather.com”.

In this paper, we observe that popular query and

URLs has long-tail. The implicit user click frequency

is the content information which can be considered as

local property of the URL. The link structures of the

query and URL can reduce adverse effect of the popu-

lar queries and URLs which can be considered as the

global property of the click graph. Based on this under-

standing, we introduce a weighting scheme to weight

the link between a query and an URL in the bipartite

click graph by incorporating the user click frequency,

and the link structures of the query and URL from

both sides of the bipartite graph with global consis-

tency in a consistent manner.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 describes the systematic review of the related

work while our proposed method is defined in section

3. Section 4 includes the experimental evaluation and

the results we obtained. Finally, concluding remarks

and some future directions of our work are described

in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Extensive research has been carried out on query rec-

ommendation based on click-through data from query

logs [4, 10]. In these methods, the association between

query and documents in the search graph is mined

to infer related queries. More recently, random walk

frameworks have been proposed to rank documents and

queries using hitting time [11], and based on query-

document frequency in the graph [5]. There were more

works ranging from selecting queries to be suggested

from those appearing frequently in query session [9],

to use clustering to devise similar queries on the ba-

sis of cluster membership [2, 1, 3], to use click-through

data to devise query similarity [14, 6]. An algorithm

has been proposed based on link analysis to suggest

the similar query by incorporating the bipartite graph

with the content information from both sides as well

as the constraints of relevance [8].

In contrast, less work has been carried out on the

study of query representation on the click graphs. The

entropy-biased model for query representation has been

proposed [7] to replace raw click frequency on the click

graph. It assumed that less clicked URLs are more

effective in representing a given query than heavily

clicked ones. Thus, the raw click frequency was weighed

by the inverse query frequency of the URL. However,

the entropy-biased model utilized raw click frequency

and inverse query frequency in the same manner as TF-

IDF does, which may not be appropriate in the context

of click graph. Our work is closely related to [13], which

introduced inverse URL frequency as global weight of

URL while our contribution is to study how to com-

bine the user frequency, the link structure of query and

URL in a consistent way for query representation.

3 Methods

In this section, we describe the scenario in which

query representation is studied and the method pro-

posed to mine query suggestions on user click graph.

3.1 Preliminaries

Many web data can be modeled as bipartite graph.

For instance, search engine query log data can be mod-

eled as Query-URL bipartite graph. Let us consider a
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bipartite graph: G = (Q ∪ U , E), where the query set

Q and the URL set U are connected by edges in E . In
graph G, each edge in E connects a query vertex q ∈ Q
and a URL vertex u ∈ U with an edge value fq,u; that

is, there is no edge between two vertices in the same

set. The edge value fq,u denotes the semantic relations

between query q with URL u. In most cases, the edge

value fq,u corresponds to the raw click frequency cfq,u

or user frequency ufq,u between a query q and a URL

u. The raw click frequency cfq,u is the number of times

the users click on URL u when u is presented to the

users in search engine result page (SERP) for query q,

and the user frequency ufq,u is the number of different

users who issued query q and clicked on URL u.

Let Q = {q1, q2, · · · , qM} and U = {u1, u2, · · · , uN }
be two sets of M and N unique entities. Now, the

bipartite graph G can be represented as rank M×N
matrixW, with the entry (i, j) which contains the edge

value fqi,uj of query qi with URL uj . Thus, a query qi

can be represented as a row vector of W, and a URL

uj corresponds to a column vector of W.

Given qi ϵQ and uj ϵ U , if there is an edge connecting

qi and uj , the transition probabilities wqi,uj and wuj ,qi

are positive, where wqi,uj denotes the transition prob-

ability from a query qi to a URL uj , and wuj ,qi denotes

the transition probability from a URL uj to a query

qi; otherwise, wqi,uj = wuj ,qi = 0. Since the transition

probability from state i to all other states must be 1,

we have
∑

ujϵU wqi,uj = 1 and
∑

qiϵQ wuj ,qi = 1.

For a bipartite graph, there is a natural random walk

on the graph with the transition probability as dis-

cussed above. Let WQUϵ RM×N denote the transition

matrix from query set Q to URL set U , whose entry

(i, j) contains a value wqi,uj from a query qi to a URL

uj . Let WUQϵ RN×M be the transition matrix from

URL set U to query set Q, whose entry (j, i) contains

a value wuj ,qi from a URL uj to a query qi.

3.2 Entropy-Biased Model

The entropy-biased model from [7] proposed inverse

query frequency for the URL, which are similar to TF-

IDF term weighting scheme in text retrieval. It has dis-

criminative ability to lower the weight of general URLs.

Therefore, it incorporates inverse query frequency with

表 1 Preliminaries and Notations

|Q| Total number of queries

|U| Total number of URLs

ufqi,uj Total number of users clicked on URL

uj for query qi

wqi,uj Transition probability from query qi to

URL uj

wuj ,qi Transition probability from URL uj to

query qi

luj Number of district queries associated

with URL uj

lqi Number of district URLs associated

with query qi

AvglQ Average number of district URLs asso-

ciated all queries

AvglU Average number of district Queries as-

sociated with all URLs

user click frequency to weigh the edge between a query

and a URL as follows:

weight(qi, uj) = ufqi,uj
× log(

|Q|
luj

) (1)

3.3 Global Weight Model

Traditionally, a query can be represented by the edge

values of the associated URLs, such as click frequency

cfi,j or user frequency ufi,j . Previous works argued

that different query-URL pairs should be treated dif-

ferently [7]. As some queries and URLs in the click

graph are very diverse, we can consider two aspects

for weighting the edge between a query and a URL in

the click graph. The first aspect is the propagation

of weight from the query to the URL, for example,

in Figure 1 the edge ‘map - www.google.com’ and the

edge ‘map - www.wikipedia.com’ have the same user

frequency (ufq4,u1 = ufq4,u3 = 5), moreover, ‘map -

www.google.com’ should be more relevant to the query

‘map’ than ‘map - www.wikipedia.com’. To overcome

this problem, inverse query frequency (IQF) or inverse

url frequency (IUF) has been proposed [7, 13] to im-

prove the weighting scheme in a consistent manner.

The second aspect is the propagation of weight from

the URL to the query, for example, in Figure 1 ‘weather

- weather.com‘ and ‘news - weather.com’ have the same
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図 1 A query-URL bipartite graph example

user frequency (ufq2,u2 = ufq1,u2 = 7), moreover, ‘weather

- weather.com’ is more relevant to the URL ‘weather.com’

than the query ‘news’. However, the general queries or

URLs should have low relevance score than the unique

or more specific queries or URLs. In order to avoid the

adverse effect of noisy edges among popular queries and

URLs, we consider the user frequency, the structure of

query, and the structure of the URL in the click graph

to weigh an edge between a query and a URL.

To estimate the weight between a query and a URL,

we incorporate the relevancy of the query and the URL

from both sides of the bipartite graph by including

content information and link structures. The weight

between a query qi and a URL uj is defined using our

proposed globally consistent weight scheme as follows:

weight(qi, uj) =
AvglQ
luj

· wqi,uj +
AvglU
lqi

· wuj ,qi (2)

where luj is the length of the URL uj i.e. the num-

ber of queries associated with it, AvglU is the average

length of all the URLs in U , lqi is the length of the

query qi i.e. the number of URLs associated with it,

AvglQ is the average length of all the queries in Q.

The wqi,uj is the (i, j)th entry of the transition matrix

WQU and wuj ,qi is the (j, i)th entry of the transition

matrix WUQ.

3.4 Query Similarity Matrix

To consider the vertices in one side of the bipartite

graph, such as query-to-query graph in query logs, then

a hidden similarity weight wQQ
qi,qj from query qi to query

qj can be introduced as:

wQQ
qi,qj =

∑
k∈U

wQU
qi,uk

wUQ
uk,qj

(3)

In equation 5, the similarity score between two query

qi and qj is calculated through their common clicked

URLs. Therefore, we computed a query-to-query sim-

ilarity matrix WQQ by exploiting the relations from

Query-URL bipartite graphs applying One Mode Pro-

jection. In this similarity matrix, we only found the

non-sparse query and their similar queries. The di-

mension of this similarity matrix WQQ is much lower

the original matrix WQU . We use this matrix for sug-

gesting similar queries for a user given query.

4 Experimental Evaluation
In the following experiments, we conduct an empir-

ical evaluation on the tasks of mining query logs. The

task is defined as follows: Given a query and a query-

URL bipartite graph, the system has to identify a list

of queries which are most similar or semantically rel-

evant to the given query. In the rest of this section,

we introduce the data collection, the assessments and

evaluation metrics, and present the experimental re-

sults.

4.1 Data Collection

The experimental dataset is selected from the AOL

search engine query log [12]. The log data comprises

twenty million search queries from 650, 000 users over

three months. The entire collection consists of 19, 442, 629

user click-through events. These records contain 10, 154, 172

unique queries and 1, 632, 789 unique URLs. As shown

in table 2, each record of the click contains the same

information in the form of UserID, Query, Time, Rank,

and ClickURL. This data set is the raw data recorded

by the search engine, and contains a lot of noises.

Hence, we clean the data by removing queries which

length is less than three. If the same query is issued

by the same user, we only consider it as a single click-

through event. After cleaning, the data collection con-
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表 2 Samples of the AOL query log dataset

UserID Query Time Rank ClickURL

217 lottery 2006-03-01 11:58:51 1 www.calottery.com

2005 google 2006-03-24 21:25:10 1 www.google.com

2178 baby names 2006-05-20 15:02:38 1 www.babynames.com

2421 poker 2006-03-14 4:58:14 4 www.pokerstars.com

sists of 4, 811, 111 queries and 1, 091, 637 URLs. After

the construction of the query-URL bipartite graph, we

further filter out the queries which is issued less than 5

users. After filtering the click graph, we observe that a

total of 5, 81, 612 queries and 3, 35, 441 URLs exist, and

each queries has 5.135 district clicks, and each URL is

clicked by 4.486 district queries.

4.2 Assessment and Evaluation Metric

It is difficult to evaluate the quality of query sim-

ilarity/relevance rankings due to the scarcity of data

that can be examined publicly. We employ the same

method as used in [4] for automatic evaluation, us-

ing Dmoz Open Directory Project (ODP)1 to repre-

sent each query. As the reader may know, when a user

types a query in ODP, besides site matches, we can also

find categories matches in the form of directory paths.

Moreover, these categories are ordered by relevance.

For instance, the query “Bangladesh” would provide

the category “Regional/ Asia/ Bangladesh/ Business

and Economy/ Shopping” (among others), while one

of the results for “Chittagong” would be “Regional/

Asia/ Bangladesh/ Localities/ Chittagong/ Business

and Economy”. Hence, to measure how similar two

queries are, we can use a notion of similarity between

the corresponding categories (directory paths) as pro-

vided by theODP. In particular, the similarity between

two directory paths di and dj is defined as the length

of the longest common prefix P(di, dj) divided by the

length of the longest path between di and dj . More

precisely, the similarity between two directory paths

di and dj is defined as:

Sim(di, dj) =
|P (di, dj)|

max(|di|, |dj |)
(4)

where |di| denotes the length of a path. For instance,

1http://www.dmoz.org

the similarity between the above two queries is 3/6

since they share the path “Regional/ Asia/ Bangladesh”

and the longest one is made of six directories, while

the similarity between “Bangladesh” and “Dhaka” of

which directory path is “Regional/ Asia/ Bangladesh/

Government/ Embassies and Consulates/ Foreign”, is

3/6. We evaluate the similarity between the aggre-

gated categories of the two queries, among the top 5

answers provided by ODP.

To give a fair assessment, we randomly select 200

distinct queries from the data collection, then retrieve

the top 5 similar queries for each query from the query-

to-query similarity matrix WQQ. We further retrieve

the top 5 ODP categories for each query terms. The

similarity of the two groups of directory paths is chosen

to the most similar categories between the two queries.

For evaluation of the task, we adopt the precision at

rank n to measure the relevance of the top n results

of the retrieved list with respect to a given query qm,

which is defined as follows:

P@n =

∑n
i=1 Sim(qm, qi)

n
(5)

where Sim(qm, qi) means the similarity between qm

and qi. In our experiments, we report the precision

from P@1 to P@5, and take the average precision over

all the 200 district queries.

4.3 Performance Analysis

We have tested the performance of our method and

report the average precision from P@1 to P@5. Our

evaluation result is depicted in Figure 2. We could

not explicitly compare our method with entropy-biased

approach [13] because they uses the google directory

paths instead of ODP directory paths, and another

reason is that we applied very strong filtering strat-

egy on the query-URL bipartite graph to remove the

spareness of the graph. It turns out that our method
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図 2 Average Precision at different positions

produces a good result in terms of precision in the fil-

tered graph. Since, every day huge query logs data are

recorded in the search engine, our result might perform

much better with the most updated logs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for query sug-

gestions by exploiting the knowledge from the query

logs on user click graph. We incorporated the content

information and link information of the query-URL bi-

partite graph in our method. The content information

is the user click frequency as the local property and

link information are the link structure of the query and

URL as the global property. The query suggestions are

automatically evaluated by estimating the precision at

different levels using the category paths from ODP. In

future, we would like to apply some score propagation

method in the click graph and boost the performance

of our system. We will further try to infer the query

intent by analyzing the user session boundary and ap-

plying query clustering based approach.
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